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ABSTRACT.--Parrots
are known for their capacityto reproducethe soundsof human speech,
but few studieshave investigatedtheir mechanismsfor producingsuchvocalizations.Using
three methodsof noninvasivevideoimaging(SuperVHS video,infrared,X-ray radiography),
we examined correlationsbetween several elements of a Grey Parrot's (Psittacus
erithacus)
vocal-tractconfigurationand the bird'sproductionof two vowels,/i/("eat") and/a/("rock").
This parrot usesmechanismsthat both resembleand differ from thoseusedby: (a) humans
to produceEnglishspeech;and (b) somearian speciesto produceconspecific
vocalizations.
This Grey Parrot,for example,usesits vocalapparatusin somebut not all of the waysused
by humansto producevowels. Although our Grey Parrot, like someoscines,appearsto use
beak opening to modify the characteristics
of sound,the specificsound-modification
properties of beak opening may or may not be similar to thoseof nonpsittacids.We describea
first-ordermodel that, although simplistic,may aid our understandingof the mechanisms
that enable a parrot to reproducehuman speech.Received
5 December
1994,accepted
19 June
1995.

ALTHOUGHINSTANCES
of allospecific utterances

are not

uncommon

for birds

that

learn

their vocalizations, only a small subset (e.g.
corvids,stringillids, cacatuids,psittacids)of two
(Passeriformes,Psittaciformes) of the 28 orders
of birds are known to reproduce the soundsof
human speech.Little is yet understoodabout
the mechanismsof suchavian vocal production.
Whether mechanisms differ among mimetic
species(e.g. Nottebohm 1976,Brackenbury1982,
1989, Gaunt and Gaunt 1985) is unknown, and

only a few studieshave comparedacousticand
articulatory aspectsof avian and human productions (Klatt and Stefanski 1974, Nottebohm
1976, Scanlan 1988, Patterson and Pepperberg
1994).

Specifically,although Hornberger(1986) and
Nottebohm (1976) published detailed descriptions of the Grey Parrot (Psittacus
erithacus)
lingual apparatusand the Orange-winged Amazon (Amazonaamazonica)
syringealanatomy,respectively, researchershave not provided correlations

between

vocal behavior

and anatomical

datathat are adequatefor making detailed comparisons between avian and human speech

• Presentaddress:Interpretel,5210E. Williams Blvd,
Tucson, Arizona 85711, USA.
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mechanisms.In somecases,the limiting factor
was the small lexicon of the avian subject.Scanlan (1988), for example, was able to obtain cineradiographicdata for the productionof only
four instancesof an isolated/a/ from a hybrid
Amazon parrot (speciesnot provided) and three
instancesof the name "Coco" from a Grey Parrot.

Our purpose, therefore, was to obtain sufficient data in order to determine which physical
structuresare usedand how they are employed
in the production of recognizable psittacine
speech,specificallyvowels. Our goal was feasible becauseour experimental subject,a Grey
ParrotnamedAlex, usesEnglishspeechto identify, comment upon, refuse, categorize,quantify, or requestover 100 different objects,and
producesvocal labels for colors,shapes,materials,numbersand categories(Pepperberg1990a,
b, c). Moreover, researchershave analyzed the
acoustic characteristics of all the vowels (Pat-

terson and Pepperberg 1994) and many consonants(Pattersonand Pepperbergin prep) of
English speechthat are produced by this parrot
in a variety of phonologicalcontexts.Suchanalysesthuscan be correlatedwith the articulatory
data we obtained using three methodsof noninvasive video imaging (Super VHS video
[SVHS], infrared, and X-ray radiography)in or-
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Fig. 2. Spectrograms
of the word "eat" (/it/) produced by Grey Parrot (Alex) and human female.

Fig. 1. Dorsalview of Grey Parrotvocaltract.

der to develop a preliminary model for the
mechanismsof vowel production in this animal.

ANATOMICAL STRUCTURESUSED FOR
SPEECH PRODUCTION
OVERVIEw

Speechproduction in psittacids,as in humans, is a complex processinvolving many
structuresthat must be configureddifferently
for eachsound.It is generallyacceptedthat, in
the avian vocal system,sound is producedin
the syrinx (Greenewalt 1968). The extent to
which suprasyringeal
structures(Fig. 1) suchas
the trachea,larynx,tongue,andbothupperand
lower mandiblesserveto modify the resonant
propertiesof the vocal tract is still under debate.

is produced by the vibratory elements of the
larynx upon exhalation or, occasionally,inhalation and is known to be modified by the supralaryngeal resonating chambers(Fant 1970,
Olive et al. 1993). Structuresthat are likely involved in this modificationare the pharyngeal
walls,tongue,tongueroot,velum, sinuses,teeth,
and lips.
Despite parrots'obviouslack of dentition and
lips, and the dramatic differencesbetween the
morphology of other human and avian vocal
structures, the acoustic characteristics of avian

speech may closely resemble that of humans
(Klatt and Stefanski 1974, Pattersonand Pepperberg 1994). Spectrogramsof a word ("eat")
produced by a Grey Parrot and a human, for
example(Fig. 2 a, b), have striking similarities,
although the bird's formantsin generalare less
distinct. Note that these are true formants, not

harmonics (Patterson and Pepperberg 1994).
In contrast,speechin the human vocal system Harmonics are integer multiples of the source
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not semi-ovalin outline .... Also, the syringeal
cartilagesare positioned further craniad than
in all other parrot speciesstudied" (Fig. 3 a, b).
As a result, he postulatedthat thesemodifications may "facilitate control of the intra-syringeal aperture," perhaps precisely controlling
contactbetween the two opposinglateral tympaniform membranes and tightly coupling
movements of the cartilages and the membranes.The acousticeffect of these morphological adaptationscouldbe more periodic sound
production and greater frequency control in
Grey Parrotsthan in other psittacinespecies.
Syrinxas a frequencymodulator.--SeveralreFig. 3. Cross-sectional
view of syrinxof (a) Grey searchershave proposed that all or most freParrot (drawing by A. Warren) and (b) Budgerigar quency modulation can be performed by the
(Melopsittacus
undulatus;
from King 1989).
syrinx, and that the resonantpropertiesof the
rest of the avian vocal tract play little or no part

•

(b)_

(••11a,Aelra;l;•enpatnifo
•---•

vibration(i.e. of the fundamentalfrequency,F0
of vocal folds of the human larynx or parrot's
syringealmembranes);formants(e.g. first and
secondformant frequencies,F• and F2) may or
maynot be linearly relatedto sourcefrequency,
but primarily are a function of the natural resonanceof particular configurationsof human
supralaryngeal or psittacine suprasyringeal
tracts. How, then, do such different physical
apparatusproducecomparablevocalizations?To
answer that question, we describeavian vocal

systems,with an emphasison that of the Grey
Parrot.

ROLE OF SYRINX

Anatomical
structure.--Psittacine
syringes,like
thoseof manyotherbirds,areclassifiedastracheobronchialif they comprisethe posteriorend
of the trachea at its bifurcation

and the cranial

portions of the bronchi (King 1989) or tracheal
if the roedial tympaniform membrane is missing or nonfunctional (Gaunt and Gaunt 1985).

Unlike manysongbirds(e.g.the mimeticGreater Indian Hill Mynah, Graculareligiosa),however, several parrot speciesthat have been ex-

in the modification of sound (Greenewalt 1968).
Scanlan (1988), who discussed the roles of sev-

eral anatomical structuresin psittacine speech,
noted that one of the syringeal constriction
mechanismsin parrots (that involving the lateral tympaniformmembranes)functionallyresemblesthat of the human vocal folds in phonation (see also Gaunt and Gaunt 1985); he also,

however, discussedthe roles of suprasyringeal
structures(seebelow). Interestingly, the degree
of the syringeal complexity acrossavian species
is not directly correlated with the complexity
of their vocalproductions,with somesyringeal
complexitybeing necessarybut not sufficient
for vocal plasticity (Gaunt 1983). For species
with relativelysimplesyringesbut complexvocal behavior (like the Grey Parrot), such data
imply that other structuresmustbe involved in
the modification of syringeal output. Gaunt
(1983) and Stein (1968) suggestedthat vocal
plasticity arises in part from neurologicaladaptations.Although parrotsapparently have a
complex neurologic system for vocal control
(Streidter1994),we proposethat suprasyringeal
structuresalso play a major role.
ROLE OF SUPRASYRINGEAL STRUCTURES

amined appearto have only one site for sound
productionwithin the syrinx (Gauntand Gaunt
We considerthe possibilitythat vocalabilities
1985, Nottebohm 1976, Pattersonand Pepper- may have arisen through several anatomical
berg 1994). Moreover, according to Scanlan substrates,suchthat the syrinx would work in
(1988:140),"The shapeand positionof the sy- concertwith the elementsof the suprasyringeal
ringeal cartilagesin the grey parrot (Psittacus vocal tract. Many researchershave suggested
erithacus)differ from thoseof other psittacine that suprasyringealresonatingchambersplay a
species.... the dorso-ventrallyoriented cranial considerablerole in vocalizations,althoughmost
edges of the syringeal cartilagesare straight, data are for nonpsittacids.Nowicki (1987) ar-
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gued that the frequencyshift observedwhen
oscinewhistledsongsare producedin a helium
atmosphere(e.g. by Song Sparrows[Melospiza
melodia]and Black-cappedChickadees [Parus
atricapillus])demonstrates the effect of supra-

(a)
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5 mm

syringealresonanceon the output.Correlational evidence also suggeststhat suprasyringeal
structuresare capable of modulating frequencies in a number of other species:domestic
chickens(Gallusdomesticus;
Myers 1917, Harris
et al. 1968, White 1968); Ross'Geese (Chenrossii)

and Snow Geese(C. hyperborea
hyperborea;
Sutherland and McChesney 1965); BarnacleGeese
(Brantaleucopsis;
Hausbergeret al. 1991);Whitethroated Sparrows (Zonotrichiaalbicollis)and
SwampSparrows(Melospiza
georgiana;
Westneat

(b)

et al. 1993). In the following sectionswe describethe major suprasyringealstructuresand
review the existingcorrelationalevidencefor
their

role in sound

modification.

Trachea.--TheGrey Parrot tracheaconsistsof
a seriesof ossified,complete rings, with minimal intervals between them. These rings can
overlap,allowing the tracheato changein length

or configuration(Fig. 4). An excised(possibly
slightly stretched)GreyParrottracheameasures
approximately 11 cm (Pattersonunpubl. data),
but the range of length in a talking bird is not
known (for critiqueof measurements
takenfrom
formaldehyde-fixed tissuesamples,see Hersch
1966).
The nature of the trachea's role in sound mod-

ification is debatable. Greenewalt (1968:87),

Fig.4. Dorsalview of Grey Parrottrachea(a) compressedand (b) stretched.Note overlap of tracheal
rings in upper panel.

tion... to a resonantfrequency,which causes
the pitch to be moresharplydefined,"and concluded that the trachea and primary bronchi
combineto form a singleresonanttube(p. 112).
The elongated tracheal morphologyin birdsof-paradise(Paradisaeidae)
may"serveto lower
the pitch of, and perhapsamplify, their vocalizations" (Clench 1978:428;see also Frith 1994).
Warner (1971) believed that one of the func-

based on researchon Song Sparrows,argued tionsof the extrinsicsyringealmusclesin ducks
that "at leastfor whistledsong,the tracheadoes (Anas,Aythya)was to vary the length and, thus,
not significantlymodulatethe soundsproduced the resonant characteristics of the trachea. Suthat the source." Other authors, however, have
erland and McChesney (1965) suggestedthat
suggestedthat the trachea may serve as a res- tracheal resonanceplays a role in modulating
onant chamber and modulate frequenciesby the callsof Ross'and Snowgeese.Brackenbury
altering--or beingalteredin--its length or con- (1978), through an acousticanalysis, surmised
figuration; suchalteration could modify the ef- that sound pulsesin the GrasshopperWarbler
fective length of the vocal tract (Stein 1968). (Locustanaeiva)exhibit features characteristicof
Several investigators,in fact, have noted ap- a pulsed tracheal resonator.In the one study on
parent changesin tracheal length during vo- psittacids(a Grey Parrot), Scanlan (1988) sugcalization, although most of the data are for gestedthat the trachealprotractionobservedin
nonpsittacids.As early as 1917, Myers noted an X-ray film of a parrot's production of the
that artificially shorteningthe tracheaof hens vowel /o/ (in "Coco") also was due to lengthraised the pitch of their calls. In a more ex- ening of the trachea.
haustive version of Myers' study, Harris et al.
Larynx.--Homberger's (1979) detailed study
(1968)determinedthat harmonicsof artificially of the larynx of a Grey Parrot concentratedon
produced sound in the domestic fowl varied anatomy and demonstratedthat "The extrinsic
according to tracheal length. They hypothe- musculaturemoves the larynx with respectto
sized that the trachea,beak, and oral cavity of the hyoid skeleton"and that "laryngealaction
the chicken may "tune the sound of vocaliza- is influenced by the position of the hyoid skel-
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Fig. 5. Dorsalview of Grey Parrotlingual apparatus (from Homberger1986)with hyoid structure
and glottismarked.In X-ray in subsequent
figures,
hyobranchial
junction(wherehyoidboneof tongue
meetslarynx) appearsas dark spoton ventral sideof

together with six extrinsic and seven intrinsic
pairs of lingual musclescan affectmotion of the
tongue (Hornberger 1986). Although likely to
have evolved for the purposesof eating, this
unique structureallows particularly flexible laryngeal movementswithin the oro-pharyngeal
cavity (Hornberger1986,Scanlan1988).That is,
certainmovementsof the tonguemovethe larynx and tracheaand, likewise, movementof the
tracheamay movethe tongue.Nottebohm(1976)
suggestedthat parrotsmay use their tonguesto
modify the shapeand, thus, the resonantpropertiesof the vocaltract.The tongue,its extrinsic
musculature,and the hyoidapparatusgenerally
are referred to as the lingual apparatus.
Upperandlowermandibles.--Thepsittacinejaw
apparatusis characterizedby hinged upper and

larynx.

lower mandibles, with the lower mandible hav-

etonwith respectto the lower jaw" (p. 988).She
found that this psittacinelarynxdiffersanatomically from that of Corvus(Bock1978)and Gallus
(White 1975),but did not clarify the effect of
suchdifferenceson vocal production.
The avian larynx, unlike that of humans,does
not appearto have any vibratory elementscapable of producing sound (McClelland 1989).
The avianlarynxmaybe usedinsteadto modify
soundproducedby the syrinx.In that capacity,

the larynxcouldconstrictthe glottisto varying
degrees,changing the resonantpropertiesof
the vocal tract to achievea target vocalization.
White (1968)noteda laryngealdescentduring
the crowingof chickens,aswell as changesin
laryngealconfiguration.Nottebohm(1976)suggestedthat the acousticresonatingproperties
of the nasopharyngeal
and buccalcavitiesand
the trachealtube of the Orange-wingedAmazon could be altered by the rostrocaudalmovements of the larynx. Scanlan(1988) noted two
types of movementin laryngeal configuration
in a vocalizingGrey Parrot:preparatorymove-

mentsthat transportthe larynx to a vocalizing
position;and synchronicmovementsthat occur
during vocalization.
Tongue.--Theskeletonand musculatureof the
psittacinetongue is unique among birds (Burton 1974).The Grey Parrot tongue is supported
by the bony hyoid apparatus,and the glottal

ing a wide range of motion. Beak movement
during vocalizationmay serve not only as a
visual display, but also as a means to modify
the characteristics
of the sound,namelyamplitude and frequency (Westneatet al. 1993). Increasesin beakopeningor gapehavebeenpositively correlatedwith higher call frequencies
in geese(Hausbergeret al. 1991).White-throated Sparrowsand SwampSparrowsmay usebeak
gapeto changethe effectivelength of the vocal
tract and, thus, track the fundamental frequency producedby the syrinx (Nowicki et al. unpubl. data, Westneatet al. 1993).Data from two
experiments,although at first glancein conflict,
supportthis proposal.In one experimentWestneat et al. (1993) found that the extent of beak

gapewasdirectly correlatedwith frequencyand
not with amplitude.When sparrows'beakswere
temporarily immobilized, however, the acoustic frequenciesof their song elementsremained
unchanged,but changesin relative amplitudes
occurred (Nowicki et al. unpubl. data). Thus,
the function of beak opening is not to modify
amplitude independent of frequency (i.e. by
projection),but ratherto track(andchangewith)
frequencyso as to maximizethe amplitude for
someof the frequenciesproduced(e.g.to maintain adequate amplitude for soundsof particular frequencies).Similar mechanismsmust be
consideredfor parrots.
Nasalcavity.--Although little information existsregarding the morphologyof psittacinenasal cavities,the nasalcavity also may affectthe
quality of psittacine vocalization (Nottebohm
1976). Air movesbetween the pharyngeal and

opening can be found in the larynx just dorsal
to the tongue (Fig. 5; Hornberger1986).Three
joints (true diarthroses)in the hyoid apparatus nasal cavities via the choana, which is framed
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by the paired fleshy choanalfolds (Homberger
1980, in press).Thus, the boundary between

[Auk, Vol. 113

these two cavities consists of soft tissue and the

what along the lines of Harris et al. 1968) is
most appropriate.In the following sectionswe
describethe generally acceptedhuman model,

elasticityof this material is likely to affecthow
sound energy is transferredfrom the pharyn-

might be functionally analogousand, taking

geal to the nasal cavities.

explain how psittacine and human structures

these analogies into account, propose a model
basedon, but simpler than, that of Harris et al.
(1968).

ARTICULATORY PREDICTIONS BASED ON

ANATOMICAL AND ACOUSTICAL DATA

Acoustic model based on anatomy.--A two-

Background.--Many researchers have designed modelsof avian vocal mechanisms(e.g.

chambermodel,which includesthe oral cavity
and pharynx, was one of the earliest-accepted,
first-order models for human speechproduc-

Fletcher 1988). These models are based on anal-

tion (Stevens and House 1961); the model ex-

ogieseither with wind instruments(e.g. Myers
1917) or the human voice (e.g. Nowicki and

cludesthe nasalcavity from consideration.More

nonpsittacids.Thorpe (1959, 1961)incorporated
suggestionsfrom prior studies (e.g. R/ippell
1933) and proposedthat application of one or
the other model depended upon whether a speciesdid or did not, respectively,have intrinsic
syringeal muscles.Greenewalt (1968), however,
favored the wind-instrument approach, even
for the productionof speechsoundsby mynahs.
Harris et al. (1968), in contrast,proposeda model that consideredthe tracheato be a cylindrical
tube, the pharynx and buccalarea an expandable chamber,the syrinx an acousticoscillator,
and the glottis and beak as variable slits. Although their model actually comparesthe vocal

complicatedmodels have been shown to provide little additional advantageover the twochamber model with respect to prediction of
formant frequencies of vowels (Maeda 1991).
The simple two-chamber model is consistent
with the generally accepted notion that each
vowel soundis uniquelydefinedby its two lowest formant frequencies,F• and F2. F• roughly
correspondsto tongue height, and F2to tongue
placementwith respectto front and backof the
oral cavity (Remez et al. 1987).The model proposesthat each formant resultsfrom resonance
in a different chamberalong the vocal tract. In
a simple two-chamber model, the chambersin
the vocal tract are divided by the tongue, one
chamber being the pharyngeal cavity and the
other the oral cavity. Placementof the tongue
changes with different vowel sounds, thus
modifying relative and absolute attributes of
both chambersand creating unique resonant
characteristics
for eachvowel (Neary 1978).According to various researchers(e.g. Fant 1970,
Lieberman 1984), the abrupt area-functiondiscontinuities createdby the tongue in the twochambermodel are requiredfor vowel production and cannot be generated in a single-tube

tract to an electrical circuit, these researchers'

system.

Marler 1988). In the model based on a wind
instrument,

the vocal tract is assumed to be a

single tube that can be opened at both ends

(syrinxand glottis)or only one end (glottis;see
Brackenbury1982);vocalresonances
are tightly
coupled to the source. In the model based on
the human voice, the vocal tract is assumed to

have at leasttwo resonatingchambers(Olive et
al. 1993);vocal resonancesneed not be coupled
to the source.

Most

researchers

have

concentrated

on

use of multiple componentscorrespondsto
models proposed for humans.
The few researcherswho have proposed
models for psittacidspeechhave concentrated
on the single-tubeapproach.Nottebohm (1976:
1633), for example, accountsfor the effect of
tracheal resonanceby assumingthat the tube
could be either opened or closedat one or both

ends,or that "the glottal apertureof the larynx
could vary from (a) fully open to (b), nearly
closed," such that one end of the tube could

assumea variable opening. We believe, however, that a multiple-component model (some-

Given

the acoustic similarities

of vowels

be-

tween humans and our psittacinesubject(Patterson and Pepperberg 1994), we hypothesize
that a two-chambermodel is appropriatefor the
psittacinespeechsystem.In sucha model, reminiscent of that of Harris et al. (1968), sound

producedby the syrinx travels up the trachea
and mostlikely encountersa changein impedance where the trachea (which has a small di-

ameter)meetsthe oro-pharyngealcavity (which
has a large diameter). One potential point for
such constrictionis the glottis. The change in
impedance should causeresonancein the tra-
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Fig. 6. Predictedtongue placementbasedon acousticparameters.International PhoneticAlphabet (IPA;
seePullum and Ladusaw1986)usedthroughout.

chea. When the sound exits the oro-pharyngeal ment (i.e. F2,but not F], variessignificantlyacross
cavityand enterswhat is essentiallyan anechoic vowels). Although this scheme of categorizaarena, it once again must encounter a change tion is specificto human vocal anatomy, the
in impedance,causingresonancein an oro-pha- presenceof front/back categoriesin psittacine
ryngeal cavity. Hence, there are two major an- speechis neverthelessof predictive value.
atomical candidates
for resonant chambers in
If we assumea simple two-chambermodel of
the psittacinevocal tract--the tracheaand the Alex's speechproduction, the lower frequency
formant (F]) should be due to resonancein the
oro-pharyngeal cavity.
Acousticmodelbasedon anatomyand vowelfor- longest chamber, and the higher formant (F2)

mantfrequencies.--Because
the tongueplays an
essentialrole in creating a two-chambereffect
in the human vocal tract, tongue placement is
highly correlated with a vowel's formant frequencies(Lieberman 1984). For this reason,it

to resonance

in the shortest chamber.

It follows

that, becauseF• varies little acrossAlex's vow-

els, we would expectF] to be correlatedwith a
long tubethat keepsa relativelyconstantlength.
Furthermore, because F2 differs significantly
is instructive
to characterize vowels based on
among his vowels,we should find F2correlated
where they fall on a tongue-placementchart with a shorter tube that quickly and substan(Fig. 6; Bordenand Harris 1984).In suchcharts, tially can change in length. Vowels classified
F, (the lowest formant frequency) is plotted as being "fronted" would have shorter F2 resagainstF2 - F• (the differencebetween the two onating chambersand, hence, higher F2 frelowest formants). Distribution of vowels along quenciesthan "back" vowels.
The obvious candidate for F• production is
the y-axis is correlated with tongue height,
whereas distribution along the x-axis is corre- the trachea (from syrinx to larynx) becauseof
lated with tongue frontedness.Human vowels its length. The tracheacouldalsobe a candidate
tend to fall into four categories:high front, high for Fzproductionbecauseit is capableof changback, low front, and low back. Such a represen- ing its length (and thusmodulating its resonant
tation makesit possibleto predict tongueplace- frequency) by decreasingthe amount of trament from acoustic information.
cheal ring overlap. However, Fletcher (1988)
Patterson and Pepperberg (1994) similarly hassuggestedthat this changein length would
characterized the speech produced by a Grey be slight and likely not result in the type of
Parrot,Alex (Fig.6). They determinedthat Alex's frequency shift required to produce the variavowels can be classified into "front/back," but

not "high/low," categoriesof tongue place-

tion seen in 1•2across vowels.

In contrast,the oro-pharyngealcavity is ideal
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for producingthe frequencyshifts seen in F2.
Opening the beakcouldeffectivelyshortenthe
resonatingchamberand, thus, increaseits resonant frequency.Back-frontmovementof the
larynx could also alter the resonantfrequency
of the oro-pharyngealcavity by changing the
dorsoventralpositionof the glottal opening. In
accordancewith this model, the glottis would
be a possibleplace of maximum constriction
along the vocal tract and, therefore, the likely
divider

between

the two chambers.

[Auk, Vol. 113

and "pasta".Alex closelyimitatesthe New York/Boston dialect of his principal trainer, I.M.P., for whom

the vowelsin "rock,""want," and "pasta"areessentially equivalent. Interobserverreliability between
D.K.P. and D.K.W.

for identification

of Alex's vowels

in context was 96% (for details, see Patterson and

Pepperberg1994).
Use of vowels

in context

rather

than

in isolation

(e.g. Scanlan 1988) generally is preferable for two
reasons.First, our ability to identify Alex's targeted
vowel

is more reliable

when

the vowel

is in the con-

Structures

text of a referential term that is specificallybeing
suchas the tonguealsomay be responsiblefor elicited. Vowel soundsfrom a parrot that does not
division between the chambersin parrots;such use referential speechmay be subjectto instability
is the casefor humans, who accomplishcon- becauseof sound play--blends, rearrangements,or
striction at various points in the vocal tract by substitutions(Todt 1975,Pepperberget al. 1991,Pattersonand Pepperberg1994). Second,use of words
using structuressuch as the tongue, lips, and
facilitates comparisonswith human speech:Most
glottisseparatelyor in combination(Ladefoged studieson humansrely on vowels in contextbecause
1982).
humanformants,"to be identifiedwith certainty,must
We find evidence to support this two-cham- often be perceived in relation to the frequenciesof
ber model of psittacinespeechproductionby someother bit of speechuttered from the samevocal
analyzing, via angular and spatial measure- tract" (Bordenand Harris 1984:194).Any differences

ments,vocal-tractconfigurationsduring vowel we observed between/a/ and/i/, moreover, would
production. We used three methods of nonin- not be significantlyaffectedby use of whole words,
vasive imaging in an attempt not only to test as only about 10% of the variation in, for example,

Alex'sF2acrossall hisvowelswasdueto phonological
context(Pattersonand Pepperberg1994).
number of factors contributing to psittacine
Imaging techniques.--Weused three noninvasive
vowel production. Our goal was to determine video-imagingtechniques:SVHSvideo,infraredvidthe role, if any, of suprasyringealstructuresin eo, and X-ray radiography. The SVHS and infrared
vowel production, as well as to correlate ana- data provided qualitative information and a context
tomical data with data on acousticoutput.
for the more detailed analysisperformedon the radiographic data. For all three imaging methods,we
attemptedto keep our psittacinesubjectin a position
METHODS
the two-chamber model, but also to describe a

lateral

Subjectand vowelsamples.--Oursubjectwas a 16year-old Grey Parrot named Alex, who can produce
all the vowelsof Englishspeech(Pattersonand Pepperberg1994).For this investigation,we queriedhim
aboutvariousitemsand attributesthathe wascapable
of labeling(Pepperberg1990a)with the intent of eliciting a wide rangeof soundsin hisacousticrepertoire.
The vowels we analyzedin detail were /i/ (as in
eat) and/a/ (asin rock),generallyin the contextof
a word but occasionallyin isolation.Our notationis
that of the InternationalPhoneticAlphabet (IPA),
which is the standardsystemusedby phoneticians
and linguiststo representhumanspeech(Pullurnand
Ladusaw1986).We chose/i/ and /a/ becausethey
are "point vowels" (i.e. vowels that, in humans, are

to the camera.

To observe the external movements

associated with

speechproduction,we filmed Alex with a Panasonic
SVHSAG-450cameraand Maxell XR-S120SVHStape
at a rate of 30 frames/s.Although this type of video
provided an external context for the internal movements observedin the X-ray video, lighting difficulties did not allow clearviews of the tongue.
In an attempt to determine tonguepositionduring
speechproduction, we videotaped Alex in the Departmentof OpticalSciencesat the Universityof Arizona with an infrared camera(ImagIR, SantaBarbara
Focalplane,Goleta,California)at a rate of 30 frames/
s. The imaging systemhas a sensitivitybetter than
0.1øC.In this format,his warm tonguewaseasilyvisible when not obstructedby his beak.
most different
from one another in terms of both
In order to seeand eventuallyquantify the moveacousticcharacteristics
and tongueplacement;Borden ment of internal structuresduring speechproduction,
and Harris 1984).We successfully
obtainedsix sam- we X-ray videotapedAlex for 22 rain at the University
ples of each vowel sound (two for each word or iso- of Arizona Medical Center's Department of Radiollated instance)with the bird in a lateral position. ogy. The center'sequipment consistsof a Toshiba
Words or isolated instances that we elicited containX-ray Machineand an AltronicsMedical SystemHRV
ing the vowel/i/were: "green," "ee," and "eat". For 3000 EM High ResolutionMultiscanVideo Recorder.
the vowel/a/, words we elicited were: "rock," "want,"
Merlin Engineering Works downscannedthe result-
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Analysis.--Basedon the procedures described by

Subtelnyet al. (1989),we identifiedvisiblestructures
in the X-ray video (e.g. vertebral column, trachea,

of
larynx
• ,axle
ofvertebral

cranlofaclal
j,•

mandibles) and placed six small dots onto predetermined landmarkson thesestructures(e.g.axisof vertebral column, hyobranchialjunction, procricoid of
larynx, craniofacialjoint [hinge on upper mandible],
and both bill tips; seeblack dots on Fig. 7). The axis
of the vertebral column had the advantageof being
the only point dorsal to the trachea that could be

tip
o•rioSwer•,.•
• :.•column

.• vertebral
column

mandlble•
tip of upper
mandible

trachea

h¾obranchlal
junction

identified consistently.The hyobranchialjunctionis
where the hyoid bone of the tongue intersectswith
the larynx. The hyobranchialjunction and the procricoidcartilage,which can be seenon the X-ray, are

Fig. 7. Anatomical featuresvisible from X-ray of locatedrespectivelyon the ventral and dorsalsurfaces
Alex's head and upper vocal tract. Dots are placed on
of the larynx. The visibility of the procricoidand
anatomicallandmarks usedfor taking measurements.
hyobranchialjunction and their placement directly
oppositeoneanothermake thesestructuresimportant
markers.The points on the mandibleswere of critical
ing radiograph from 1,026-line-rateto 512-line-rate importancefor obtaining measurementsof head tilt
format to enableus to view the tape on conventional and beak gape.
monitors.

Digital imageprocessing.--Wedigitized video segments at a rate of 30 frames/s using a QuickCapture
video-capture card installed in a Macintosh II. Once
the data were in a digital format, they could be analyzedon a MacintoshPowerbook180ccomputerusing the public domain NIH Image program (written
by Wayne Rasband,U.S.National Institutesof Health;
availablefrom Internet by anonymousftp from zip~
py.nimh.nih.gov or on floppy disk from NTIS, 5285
Port Royal Road., Springfield, Virginia 22161, part
number PB93-504868).
When assigningacousticcharacteristicsto a vocal-

tract configuration,we identified which soundswere
produced (and in which order) in the seriesof vocal
movements.As is standardfor studiesin humans(e.g.
Subtelny et al. 1989), we assumedthat a directional
changein movementof the vocal structureswas correlated with production of the target sound. We then
extractedframescontainingvowel configurationsfor

further enhancementand analysis.
Digital image processingenabled us to enhance
specificanatomicalstructures.The radiopacityof such
structures,which are buried in layersof hard and soft
tissue,variesdependingon their positionin the bird.
Consequently,such structurescannot be easily examined on the unprocessedimages. We employed
different operations,suchassharpeningand smoothing, histogramequalization,density slicing, contrast
manipulation, image magnification,and image subtractionto enhanceeachareaof interest.For example,
sharpeningthe imagegenerallyenhancedtheportion
of the tracheacaudalto the larynxand occupyingthe
jugulum in the neck rostral to the interscapularregion, but obscuredthat portion just caudalto the larynx. Density slicing, however, was useful for visualizing the portion of the tracheaobscuredby sharpening.

Having taggedthe key structures,we could then
place reference lines to enable us to measurethe image (Fig. 8). We created a horizontal reference line
parallel to the flattestand mostcranial portion of the
skull.

We then created

two vertical

reference

lines

perpendicular to the first, with one intersectingthe
hinge on the upper mandible and the other the vertebral axis.Next, we took a seriesof angular (Fig. 8a,
b) and spatial (Fig. 8c) measurementsdesigned to
characterizevariation in vocal tract configurations
during speechproduction.
We usedseveralstatisticalteststo analyzeour data.
We used a Tukey test (SAS Institute 1989) to determine which measurementsdiffered significantlybetween the vowels/i / and / a/. We usedGLMs (general
linear models; SAS Institute 1989) to learn how much

variationin eachmeasurementcouldbe explainedby
vowel versus word, and to learn if vowel could be

used to predict motions in the suprasyringealtract.
The resultsof the GLMs provide more sophisticated
information than do Tukey tests.Finally, we used a
correlationmatrix to identify measurementsthat covaried significantly for each vowel. We wanted to
determinewhich, if any,measurements
provideddistinct

information

and

whether

measurements

that

would be expected to be related were indeed correlated. Moreover,

correlations that were not obvious

from,for example,inspectionof theX-ray datamight
provide information about additional functional relationships during speechacts.

Although the respiratorysystem,syrinx, trachea,
larynx, glottis, nasalcavity, and mandiblesall play
somerole, direct or indirect, in psittacinespeechproduction, the nature of the imaging techniqueswe
usedallowed only for direct measurementof the position of the mandibles,hyobranchialjunction, and
procricoidof the larynx. The relative position and
configurationof the tracheacould be determined,but
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Depictionof (a and b) angularand (c) spatialmeasurements
usedto characterize^lex's vocaltract
con•.gurationsduring his productionof /a/ and /t/. ^ is angie of upper mandible to the horizontal;B is
angie of lower mandible to the horizontal; C is angle of head tilting; D is angle of hyobranchialjunction to
procricoidwith respectto the vertical;E is angle of beak gape,which can be a negativevalue if beak tips
overlap;F is vertical positionof hyobranchialjunction;G is vertical positionof procricoidof larynx; H is
horizontal positionof hyobranchialjunction;I is horizontal positionof lower mandible;I is vertical position
of lower beak tip. (E shown separatelyfrom A-D for clarity).
Statistical results.--As
can be seen from the
no landmarkscaudalto the larynx couldbe tracked
consistently.The position of the tongue can be in- resultsof the Tukey tests(Figs.10a,b), only a
ferredfrom the known positionof the hyobranchial subsetof measurements
differ significantlybejunction,but the tonguecouldrarely be viewed dur- tween vowels. Differences between vowels are
ing vowel production,even in the infrared video.

significant(P < 0.05, df = 6) in the angular
position of the lower mandible and hyobranchial junction,the overall beakgape,the tilt of

RESULTS

Articulatoryconfigurations.--Figure
9 showsthe
articulatoryconfigurationsassociated
with /a/
and /i/. In the SVHS image (Fig. 9a), note the
differencesin beakgapeand the protractedarea
below the lower mandible.The infrared images
(Fig. 9b) show no evidenceof the tongue in a
high front position relative to the beak. Were
the tongue in sucha position,it would be vis-

ible asa light shadeof grey in infrared.In the
X-ray images (Fig. 9c), the trachea, the hyobranchialjunction(where the hyoid boneof the
tongue intersectswith the larynx), and the procricoidcartilageof the larynx are highlighted.

the head,protractionof the hyobranchial
junction, and the positionof the lower beaktip.
GLMs, which are lesslikely than Tukey tests
to attribute significanceto a marginal factor
(Cohen and Cohen 1983), confirm that vowels

are highly correlatedto the samesix measures

shownto differ significantlyin the Tukeytests.
Although correlationcoefficients(discussedbelow) report the extent to which two variables
are positively or negatively correlated,regression coefficients (from GLMs), which are the
squaresof the correlation coefficients,indicate

how much one variable changesas a function
of the other (Schroederet al. 1986). The GLMs,

The vertebral column, beak, and skull also are

unlike Tukey tests,therefore, indicate the ex-

evident.

tent to which

Of particular interest are the differencesin
tracheal configuration during production of
/a/and /i/ (Fig. 9). Although we were unable
to extractexactmeasurements
for tracheallength
and protraction, the imagessuggestthat, despite the obviousprotractionfor/a/, there was
little change in length. Note that the trachea

in each measurement (see Table 1). Thus, for

lies to one side of the medial axis of the bird,

vowel

accounts for the variance

example,GLMs showthat the relationshipbetween vowel and angle of beakgape (E in Fig.
8b; R2 = 0.94) is strongerthan betweenvowel
and angle of head tilting (C in Fig. 8a; R2 =
0.61).

GLMs alsohelp to demonstratethe effectsof

phoneticcontextof the vowel on the physical

sothat, dependingupon our view, a protracted

measurements.

trachea could be foreshortened

word in which it is embedded;thus, we per-

tered in perspective.

or otherwise

al-

The context of the vowel

is the

formed additional GLMs (word and word+
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of/a/

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Alex's articulatoryconfigurationsduring productionof li! and lal. (a) SVHS video;(b) infrared
video;(c) X-ray video.UM is uppermandable,LM is lower rnandable,P is procricoid,and HBJis hyobranchial
junction.

vowel) to determine the extent to which word
and

each

word+vowel

can account

measurement.

Word

for variance

and

in

word+

vowel provided exactly the same results. Both
of these GLMs found that word (or

relationshipsamong the variousphysicalmeasurements,A-K (Fig. 8; see Moore 1992). We
found, for example, the expected close correlations (r > 0.75) between physically related
measurements(Table 2). Other correlationswere

significant,but not as robust (r < 0.75). Moreover, physicalmeasurementscould be divided
ing angle of head tilt. Note that word accounts into two groups based on correlational evimore successfullythan vowel alone for eachof dence.In group 1, the angle of the lower mandible to the horizontal and the angle of beak
these five remaining measures(Table 1).
We used a correlation
matrix to examine the
gapewere doselycorrelated(r = 0.88,P < 0.001),

word+vowel) washighly correlatedto only five
of the six measures discussed above, eliminat-
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TABLE 1.

Results of a GLM

to determine

extent

to

which vowel or word (context) accountsfor vari-

ancein eachmeasurement(lettersrefer to Fig. 8).
g2
Word
•

Measurement

50

Vowel

(context)

B. Angle of the lower man-

A

B

C

D

E

[]/•/

60'

ß /•/

0.733***

0.607**

0.924**

--

junction to procricoid

with respectto the

AngularMeasurement

8O
I (b)

dible to the horizontal

C. Angle of head tilting
D. Angle of hyobranchial
vertical

0.853***

E. Angle of beak gape (negative value if beaktips
overlap)
0.941'**
H. Horizontal position of
the hyobranchialjunction 0.861'**
J. Vertical position of the
lower beak tip
0.877***

0.947***

0.970***

0.950***
0.962***

**, P < 0.005; ***, p < 0.001.

o

F

G

H

I

J

K

SpatialMeasurement

Fig. 10. Means (whiskers indicate SD) of (a) angular and (b) spatial measurementsfor Alex's pro-

duction of /a/ and /i/ with statisticalsignificance
determinedby Tukeytests(*, P < 0.05).Capitalletters
indicate: (A and B) lower mandible opens significantly more during /a/ than /i/; (C) head is tilted
back more during /a/ than /i/; (D) procricoid is al-

mostdirectlyabovehyobranchialjunctionin /i/, but
is nearly horizontal to junction in /a/; (E) beak is
wide open during /i/, but closedduring/a/; (F and
G) vertical positionsof hyobranchial junction and
procricoidof larynxdo notvary significantlybetween
/i/ and /a/; (H) hyobranchialjunction is protracted
during/a/and is positionedmediallyduring/i/; (I)
horizontalpositionof lower mandibledoesnot differ
significantlyfrom/i/to/a/;
(J and K) lower beak tip
is significantlylower during /a/ than /i/, but upper
beak tip doesnot changeits vertical positionsignif-

angie of head tilt (C), which decreasesas the
beakcomesup, wassignificantlynegativelycorrelated with group 1 and positively correlated
with group 2. This result shows that the head
tilts back as the beak opens.
The division

based on correlational

evidence

suggeststhat there might be two distinct groups
of measurements

relevant

tween vowels. However,

to distinctions

be-

we also found a con-

sistentpattern of negative correlationsbetween

group 1 and group 2 measurements.Thus, for
example,the angleof the hyobranchialjunction
to the procricoid, with respectto the vertical,
is negatively correlatedto the vertical position
of the lower beaktip (D-J, r = -0.97, P < 0.001).
Calculations
from acousticand anatomicalrneasures.--Weused previously obtained data on
formant values for vowels (Pattersonand Pepperberg 1994) and anatomical measures(a dis-

icantly.
TABLE2. Pearson product-moment correlations in-

dicatingsignificantassociations
between measureas was the angie of the lower mandible to the
ments.Lettersrefer to measurementsdepictedin
horizontaland the verticalpositionof the lower
Figure 8.
beak tip (B-E, r = 0.88, P < 0.001) and, conseB
C
D
E
H
quently, the angle of beak gapeand the vertical
positionof the lower beak tip (B-J, r = 0.92, P C
-0.456
-0.865
0.673
< 0.001). In group 2, the angle of the hyobran- D
0.877
-0.750
-0.922
chial junctionto the procricoidwascloselycor- E
H
-0.892
0.604
0.928
-0.956
related to the horizontal position of the hyoJ
0.877 -0.630
-0.968
0.920 -0.904
branchialjunction (E-J, r = 0.93,P < 0.001).The
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TAnI•E3. Cavity-length calculationsassociatedwith
measuredformant frequencies.
Calculated

cavity

Formant

length

(F) value

(cm)

Acousticcorrelate
of F value

932

9.50

Value for /i/, vowel with

805

10.99

684
841
844

12.94
10.52
10.48

Value for /I/, vowel with
lowest mean F•a
Value for /o/b
Mean F•a
Mean F• for Alex's front c
vowels /i, I, e, E, ae/
Mean F• for Alex's backc
vowels/a, •, U/

highest mean F•

838

10.56

2,775

3.19

Value for/i/, vowel with
highest F2

1,433

6.18

Value for /a/, vowel with
lowest F2a

2,028
2,350

4.36
3.77

Mean F2a
Mean F2 for Alex's front c

5.88

vowels /i, I, e, E, ae/
Mean F2 for Alex's backc
vowels /a,•, U/

1,506

ß /o/ is excluded from calculations because of its outlier status. In 29

of 30 cases,/o/ was characterizedby a single, low, broad formant
(Pattersonand Pepperberg1994).
bValue for/o/presented for completeness.
• Designationfront and back refer to tongue-placementchartsused
for humans (see Fig. 6).
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are related to motions in the vocal tract; (4) a

two-chamber model for production in a parrot
that is comparableto those proposed for humans;and (5) other possiblemodelsfor vowel
production.

Mechanisms
for vocalproduction
in humansand
a GreyParrot.--Our investigation revealssome
of the mechanisms used by a Grey Parrot to
produce the human vowels /a/ and /i/. These
mechanismscan be distinctly different from
those used by humans. Several striking similarities, however, exist between human and avi-

an vowel production.
The

differences

between

human

and

avian

vocal strategiesappearto be a consequence
of
the differingconstraints
and flexibilitiesof their
vocalstructures.
Tukey testresultssuggestthat
Alex's production of the point vowels /a/ and
/i/ is correlatedto the functional morphology
of his vocal

tract. Alex's

trachea

has consider-

able flexibility; it is protractedduring the production of /a/, but not during the production
of /i/. The procricoid cartilage tilts caudally
during the tracheal protraction, positioning it
horizontal to the hyobranchialjunction.A backward

tilt

of the

head

also is associated

with

/a/ and may facilitate the protraction of the
trachea. In contrast, the human trachea is sta-

tionary and plays little role in sound modification, probably becauseit is below the larynsectedspecimen of Psittacuserithacuserithacus;
Patterson unpubl. data) to determine whether geal soundsource(Dicksonand Maue-Dickson
1982).Although an open mouth is characteristic
the trends predicted from the X-ray data were
of a human /a/ (Fromkin and Rodman 1983), a
consistentwith a two-chamber model. Using
closedbeakwasassociated
with Alex's/a/(Figs.
the formula,
9a, b). Then too, Alex's /i/was associatedwith

X = 34,400/4 F,,

(1)

where X is the length of a uniform tube in cm
and F, is the nth formant frequency in hertz
(Hz), we calculate the required cavity length
for the production of a measured formant frequency. The resultsare presentedin Table 3.
DISCUSSION

Our resultsprovide considerableinformation
about a Grey Parrot'svocal tract and the mechanismsthis parrot usesto produce certain vowels. We discussour findings with respectto: (1)
comparisonsbetween mechanismsfor human
and Grey Parrot vowel production; (2) possible
correlationsamong the statisticallysignificant
measurementswe obtainedfrom our X-ray data;
(3) the extent to which vowels and their context

a very open beak (Figs.9a, b), in contrastto the
relatively closedmouth of humans (Fromkin
and Rodman 1983). Although both mandibles
are hinged, the Tukey testsand GLMs showthat
the angle of the lower mandible to the horizontal contributesmostto beakgape.The actual
horizontal position of the lower mandible,
however, does not change significantly between

the vowels

we studied.

Further

investi-

gation is needed to determine what roles tracheal configurationand beak gape play in the
resonance

of other vowels.

Our study also reveals similarities in the
speech mechanisms of Alex and humans.
Acoustic information on Alex's vowels (Patter-

son and Pepperberg 1994) suggestsa frontal
tongueposition for /i/ and a back tongueposition for /a/, as is seen for humans (Fig. 6).
X-ray dataareconsistentwith thisfinding. Alex's
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/i/

tracheais protractedand the hyobranchialjunction (on ventral surfaceof larynx, where larynx
and hyoid bone of tongue intersect;seeFig. 5)
is in a caudalposition during the productionof
/a/, but the trachea is not protracted and the
hyobranchialjunction is in a relatively cranial
position for /i/. Judging from these data and

/a/

Scanlan's (1988:155) statement that "Gross

movementsof the larynx in birds are necessarily associatedwith movementsof the tongue,"
Fig. 11 Schematicdrawingof two-chambermodel
we suggestthat Alex's tongue, like that of hu- for vowel productionin Grey Parrots.Arrowsindicate
mans, is retracted for /a/ and protracted for air flow during speech.
/i/. Further explorationis neededto determine
whether tongue positionin the oro-pharyngeal
cavity is merely incidental to trachealposition
or beak opening,or if the tongueplaysan active
Vowels,context,andmotionin thesuprasyringeal
role in sound modification.

tract.--To

Correlations
between
vocaltractmeasurements
for
avian /i/ and /a/.--Many structuresappear to
work in concertto enablea Grey Parrotto pro-

be usedto predict motionsin the suprasyringeal

duce human vowels. Front vowels such as /i/

el+word) in order to compare the overlap in
variancepredictedby contextand variancepredicted by vowel (i.e. multicolinearity). We
needed to learn if the variancecould be significantly attributed to vowel rather than to word.
Becausevowel is includedin word, we expected
a high degree of multicolinearity, and we actually found that word and word+vowel account for exactly the sameamount of variance.
Table 1 showsthat most of the changein mea-

are characterizedby an open beak, a nonprotractedtrachea,and probably a frontal position
of the tongue, with an anterior orientation of
the glottal opening. In contrast,back vowels
such as/a/are characterizedby a closedbeak,
a protractedtrachea,and probablya backtongue
position,with a superiororientationof the glottal opening.
The correlation matrix demonstrates that, as

learn whether

vowels or words could

tract, we ran GLMs. We constructed three mod-

els (word [i.e. context], vowel, and vow-

the beakopens,the hyobranchialjunctionmoves surementscan be attributed to context(i.e. word)
forward (i.e. for/i/) and, as the beak closes,the
but confirmthat muchof the varianceisactually
hyobranchialjunction retreatstoward the spi- due to vowel. Thus,vowel by itself canexplain
nal cord (i.e. for /a/). Such a correlation was considerablevariancein the physicalmeasurebeunexpectedbecausethe physicalrelationshipof ments. Word contains more information
cause
it
contains
the
context
as
well
as
the
vowel
the involved structureswas not immediately
obviousfrom the X-ray images.However, an- and, in general,additional information increasatomicalconnections,although indirect, may esthe amount of variancethat canbe explained
exist between these structures. Whether
moveby any model(Cohenand Cohen1983).Whethment of these two structures is correlated

for

vowels other than /i/ and /a/--for example,
vowels that differ significantlywith respectto
F•, such as /i/and /o/, as well as or instead of
F2--is still an issue.

Other aspectsof how our Grey Parrot produceshuman speechremain unclear.The actual

er we look at word or vowel, we find that mo-

tions in the suprasyringealvocaltractare highly correlatedto the particularspeechproduced.
The evidence strongly supportsour claim that
movement in the suprasyringealvocal tract is
correlatedto (and probablycausallyrelatedto)
speechsoundsproducedby our subjectand that

role of head tilt is unknown;mostlikely head
tilt simplyfacilitatesopeningof the lower man-

the various

dible, much like head tilt enables humans to

ical configurations
that enablea Grey Parrotto

open their mouths more widely. The function

emit vowels such as/i/and/a/.

of structureslike the nasalcavities,the syrinx,
glottis, and tongue, for example,can only be
inferred from the imaging processes
we have
used so far.

structures

of the vocal

tract

must

move in concertin order to producethe phys-

Human
based
model'for
psittacine
speech
production.--Our results suggestthat a two-chamber
model of speechproduction(Fig. 11) is a useful
starting point for understanding the complex
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mechanismsenabling speechproduction in a ably between/a/and/i/, it doesnot appearto
Grey Parrot. In sucha model, the oro-pharyn- changevery much in length. To producethe

geal cavity is representedas a short tube that
canquickly and substantiallyalter its configuration, causingrelatively large changesin resonant frequency;the tracheais representedas
a long tube that keeps a relatively constant
lengthwith a relativelyconstantresonance.
The
modelmight allow couplingbetweenchambers
in specificinstances.The model alsoprovides
a meansof comparingthe mechanisms
of Alex's
productionof vowelswith the mechanisms
of
oscinesongproduction.
Our

data are consistent

with

an association

highestand lowest F•'s, Alex's tracheawould
haveto vary between9.50and 10.99cm;to produce the mean F• acrossvowels, the tracheal

length shouldbe 10.71cm. Our observationis
supportedby datafrom a dissected
GreyParrot
(Pattersonunpubl. data), in which the length
of a slightly stretchedtracheawas 11 cm (more
than twice as long as structuresthat comprise
the oro-pharyngeal cavity) and could be
stretchedby only about10%of its length.Such
findings are consistentwith an associationbetween the trachea and F•, which does not vary

between the oro-pharyngealcavity and F2,
which variessignificantly(Tukeytest)between
/i/and/a/. We find, for example,thatthe length
of the oro-pharyngealcavity canbe facilely influencedby the degreeof beakgapeand probably the tongue and glottis.When the beak is
open, the tongue forward, and the glottis relatively far to the front, the length of the oropharyngealcavityeffectivelydecreases
and its

significantly(Tukeytest)between/a/ and/i/
(• = 872and 932Hz, respectively;Pattersonand
Pepperberg1994).Possiblythe tracheamay be
significantasa sourceof low frequencies
when
protracted;beforemakingany definiteclaims,
however,we mustcompareX-ray or other,more
sophisticated
datafor trachealconfigurations
for

resonantfrequencyincreases,which is what we

1994).

observe for the vowel /i/

(• = 2,775 Hz; Pat-

tersonand Pepperberg1994).When the beakis
closed,the tongueback,and the glottislessfar
to the front, the oro-pharyngealcavity is effectively enlarged,causinga lowering of its resonant frequency,which is what we observefor

vowels such as /i/ and /o/, for which F• does

vary significantly(Pattersonand Pepperberg
We also find at least one circumstance which

would require coupling of the two chambers.
In our calculations,/o/, which in 29 of 30 doc-

atomicaldata. To producethe highestand low-

umentedcases(Pattersonand Pepperberg1994)
was characterizedby only a singleformant,requiresa tube length of 12.94cm.Sucha length
could be producedthrough a coupling of the
trachealand oro-pharyngealcavitiesto form a
single tube.
Althoughour modelsuggests
thatbeakopen-

estF2's,Alex'soro-pharyngealcavitymustvary

ing playsan importantrole in the production

/a/ (œ= 1,433 Hz; Patterson and Pepperberg

1994).The associationis alsosupportedby our
calculations (Table 3) based on acousticand an-

between 3.19 and 6.18 cm in length; to produce of vowels, such an assumptionmust be evaluthe mean F2 acrossvowels, the cavity would ated in the light of the role of beak openingin

needto be 3.68cm long.Anatomically,we find
thatthe combinedlengthof thebuccalandpharyngealcavitiesis 3.69cm.Whetherthe length
of the oro-pharyngealcavity can increaseby
67%through retractionof the larynx or closing
of the beak is unknown, but a 14% decrease from
the measured value is within reason. If, however, the amount of vocal tract constriction af-

fectsformantsto the sameextent for parrotsas
for humans(Gayet al. 1991),Alex might be able
to useconstrictionof the glottisto produceparticularresonantfrequenciesthroughother,more
complexmechanismsthan changesin oro-pharyngeal or tracheallength.

oscine song production (see discussionin
Fletcher 1988). Until the results of an iramo-

bilizationstudy(Nowickiet al. unpubl.data)
were evaluated, beak gape in sparrows was

thought to be correlatedwith frequencyrather
than amplitudeat a given frequency.Conceiv-

ably,beakgapein the GreyParrot,like thatin
sparrows,tracksthe movementof other struc-

ture(s)responsiblefor the F• and F2of vowel
production.
Othermodels.--Othermodelsfor speechpro-

an associ-

ductionalsomay be consistentwith our data.
Models for human speechproduction,for example,takeinto accountmoreextensivedetails
of tonguemovement(e.g.Stone1991),nonlin-

ation between the tracheaand F•. Although the

ear exchangeof energyin the vocaltract to

Our data are also consistent

with

configurationof the tracheadiffers consider- determine what aspectsof the speechspectrum
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should

be attributed

to the source

versus

the

filter (McGowan 1991), and the limitations that

might exist in one- versus three-dimensional
models (Kagawa et al. 1992). The general consensus,however,is that, despitethe largenumber of ongoing human studies,modelsare currently constrainedby the quality of empirical
knowledge (Crelin 1987). According to Fant
(1991:490), "There is an apparent lack of anatomicaland physiologicaldata,a lack of insight
into dynamic variations of control parameters
and lack of flexibility to continuouslyadapt to
configurationalvariations such as overall tract
length, lateral dimensions and essentialcavity
structuresof consonants.We need more insight
into voice and noise source interaction,

mutu-

ally and with respectto the tract systemfunction." Given the paucity of researchon psittacine vocal tracts,it is unlikely that any sophisticated models will be developed in the near
future. However, although more complexthreedimensional models might provide more de-
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can more preciselydefine what is required for
speech.
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different functions and, even in humans, one-

dimensional linear wave-propagation models
appear adequate for calculating formant frequenciesof a given vocal tract (Maeda 1991).
General

comments.--Future

research

into

speechmechanismsof psittacidsshould serve
to createa more detailed model of their speech
production. Our study is but a first step in determining the mechanismsused by a nonhuman, nonprimate, nonmammal to produce
soundsof human speech.We have shown that
a Grey Parrot,without benefit of lips and teeth,
and with lungs,nasalcavities,trachea,bronchi,
larynx, and a tongue that differ considerably
from human structures, can produce sounds
comparableto thoseof English speech.The extent to which our findings generalizeto other
parrots is unknown. The articulatory mechanisms of individual parrots, like those of individual humans (e.g. Johnsonet al. 1993), may
show considerablespeaker-specific
differences,
and psittacinemechanismsare alsolikely to differ across species. Our findings nevertheless
raise questionsabout the degree to which human structuresand mechanismsare necessary
for the production of English speech.Possibly,
by comparing and contrasting production
mechanismsin "talking" birds and humans,we
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